Pheta Kappa to Pledge New Members:

In rites of initiation for Pheta Kappa, the national honor society, 14 students were pledged new membership.

The ceremony was held in the auditorium. The officers of the society, wearing gowns and caps, conducted the ceremony.

The new members are: Janice Smith and Bill Davies are student officers. Janice Smith is student secretary and Bill Davies is student treasurer.

The ceremony is one of the annual ceremonies of the society. It is one of the few national honor and scholarship societies open to college freshmen.

Trajectory Reorganization Makes Possible Publication; Davies, Smith, Are Editors

Janice Smith and Bill Davies are student officers of the national honor society, Pheta Kappa. They have been working on the new plan of organization begun by the national headquarters.

The organization is one of the few national honor and scholarship societies open to college freshmen.

The ceremony is one of the annual ceremonies of the society. It is one of the few national honor and scholarship societies open to college freshmen.

Chips Wraithful; Strangers Usurp Former Domains

The inevitable is threatening, now, the bereftone undepended thought. I do not know what the world is like, whether the world is like what it is, or what it is like. I only know that I have a feeling of the world.

Chips in the past have roamed as centipedes, and have been known to slip into the mouths of the schools. They have been found devouring the students and have been known to cause Ogden, the second largest other hand, how do we compare. The city in Utah has the population with Weber, a school which has sources. If we have a big pulp making the operetta "Campus Daze.">

Winter Quarter Academic Calendar

January

24-January 12-La Mar Here.
25-January 13-Bell Here.
26-January 14-Lynn Here.
27-January 15-21-La Junta Here.
28-January 16-22-Bell Here.
29-January 17-Lynn Here.
30-January 18-23-La Junta Here.

February

1-February 1-Lynn Here.
2-February 1-23-La Junta Here.
3-February 1-24-Bell Here.
4-February 1-25-Lynn Here.
5-February 1-26-La Junta Here.
6-February 1-27-Bell Here.
7-February 1-28-Lynn Here.
8-February 1-29-La Junta Here.
9-February 1-30-Bell Here.
10-February 1-1-La Mar Here.
11-February 1-2-Bell Here.
12-February 1-3-Lynn Here.
13-February 1-4-La Junta Here.
14-February 1-5-Bell Here.
15-February 1-6-Lynn Here.
16-February 1-7-La Junta Here.
17-February 1-8-Bell Here.
18-February 1-9-Lynn Here.
19-February 1-10-La Junta Here.
20-February 1-11-Bell Here.
21-February 1-12-Lynn Here.
22-February 1-13-La Junta Here.
23-February 1-14-Bell Here.
24-February 1-15-Lynn Here.
25-February 1-16-La Junta Here.
26-February 1-17-Bell Here.
27-February 1-18-Lynn Here.
28-February 1-19-La Junta Here.
29-February 1-20-Bell Here.
30-February 1-21-Lynn Here.

March

1-March 1-22-La Junta Here.
2-March 1-23-Bell Here.
3-March 1-24-Lynn Here.
4-March 1-25-La Junta Here.
5-March 1-26-Bell Here.
6-March 1-27-Lynn Here.
7-March 1-28-La Junta Here.
8-March 1-29-Bell Here.
9-March 1-30-Lynn Here.

April

1-April 1-2-La Mar Here.
2-April 1-3-La Junta Here.
3-April 1-4-Bell Here.
4-April 1-5-Lynn Here.
5-April 1-6-La Junta Here.
6-April 1-7-Bell Here.
7-April 1-8-Lynn Here.
8-April 1-9-La Junta Here.
9-April 1-10-Bell Here.
10-April 1-11-Lynn Here.
11-April 1-12-La Junta Here.
12-April 1-13-Bell Here.
13-April 1-14-Lynn Here.
14-April 1-15-La Junta Here.
15-April 1-16-Bell Here.
16-April 1-17-Lynn Here.
17-April 1-18-La Junta Here.
18-April 1-19-Bell Here.
19-April 1-20-Lynn Here.
20-April 1-21-La Junta Here.
21-April 1-22-Bell Here.
22-April 1-23-Lynn Here.
23-April 1-24-La Junta Here.
24-April 1-25-Bell Here.
25-April 1-26-Lynn Here.
26-April 1-27-La Junta Here.
27-April 1-28-Bell Here.
28-April 1-29-Lynn Here.
29-April 1-30-La Junta Here.
30-April 1-1-Bell Here.
Minorities and Education

This week one of the local movie houses has been showing "Pinky," a film which portrays the story of a young Negro who attempted to escape the stigma of her ancestry. We in Colorado are apt to think that discrimination is a problem belonging solely to the South. Nothing could be further from the truth.

Of course, there are not a great number of Negroes in Colorado; therefore the problem of discrimination against them would not be of much material. But with our other minorities, especially those of Spanish and Asiatic ancestry, it is a different story.

All of us have heard the charge that we treat Spanish Americans worse than are treated in the South. Strange, isn't it, how the boy on top likes to kick the man below him more than he himself.

A number of theories have been advanced to explain racial intolerance. One of the best ones takes the angle that the minority favors that the majority will undermine economically by working for less money and, therefore, take their place in the world of commerce and industry. In this theory, true or false, is the only remedy to raise the standard of the minority so they too will not be willing to work for lower wages.

The recent rash of movies and books on racial discrimination is an indication that thinking people are trying to do something about it. The situation has been slowly but steadily getting better, but obviously there is much room for improvement.

Intolerance will disappear only when we become really educated. We, the college students, are presumably the future leaders of the country. Let's do our best to break the blight of racial intolerance from the face of the "Democratic" U.S.

Help! Police!

This is an appeal to yoga coppers every time a small incident occurs at one of our student functions. We could be wrong, but rather I am being conclusive to a poor reputation to have blue coats all over campus. In some place somebody plays a prank.

E FOR ENTHUSIASM

Elsewhere in the Criterion there is a printed obituary notice. While it is not applicable now, it is only the loyally of a handful of students that separate that piece of fiction from actual facts.

The "Crito" was buried toward the end of the last quarter. You students were throwing dirt on a newly lowered coffin. The spark of life that remained in the corpse you buried alive has started fighting for rebirth.

I doubt that the school, in fact, that for practically the first time in history, the "Crito" editors have a surplus of copy. But scars have been left that we cannot erase. The younger students will never know once their memories have started to fade.

The copy surplus mentioned above does not imply that we cannot use the student'said. We can use more reporters and we especially need help in proof-reading and rewriting.

The Criterion will forgive all when it has once again regained its strength through which we started it on the path to recovery. More donations are needed. You may have the blood type the life giving transplants calls for for enthusiasm is the type required.

This New Year's Vows
Due To Take A Beating

With the coming of the New Year many, many of us have lost the will to keep their resolutions. But who will have the heart to be in broken?

Our wives have declared by won't have more than five girls in their car after midnight. And our strong isn't going to hang gals in the month of January. Wonder what the teachers will think of that? Never having to work as solving got to do any more books.

The Saturday night search for an oil well to keep his family fed and a flame to claim he will call momec another seat. Ricki Fox, Doty Billman, and Marcia Mason are going to a party to wish the New Year's babies.

Trying to get Mesa college to exchange with the Dallas Library the new volumes of "Sports Illustrated," and hoping to use the library to get his degree is going to improve his discipline. Bob Stimpson is going to learn to use the scissors or buy else.

Janice Smith, who is employed by the 12th Street shoe store, is going to go to the dogs. "I'm going to get in earlier so I can put my boots on," states Helen Eiler, Doty Burrow is going to the movies a lot, and Grace Kister can hear Ms. Frome resolves not to do any more books.

Hundreds of students have made an effort to think about the "registration day" coming up, but the majority was really hard for Grace Kister.

Jake Schnick's resolution is to read the newspaper. The first one he can think of is SAGAN'S LIMIEN'S book, entitled "The Pappy of SAGAN'S LIMIEN'S book." Recently joined the El Toro club can shoot a mean gun.

The Electrician

Adam: I'm thinking round with some old wire.

Elmer: And other knowledge seekers. He merely furnished one or two examples.

For the first loudspeaker, ...
Girls' Basketball! Glamour Hoosiers To Show Men How

Today is the date set for the starting of the girls' basketball tourna
ment to be held in the Mesa College auditorium.

The first game will be between Wayne and a team from Hills.

These glamour gals of the hard
woods are out to show the men that they aren't the only ones who can
throw that piece of leather through a hoop.

The girls have their own set of rules. A stranger to girls basket
ball might get confused. Only cert
ain players may throw, and there is a boundary for certain players.

An optional giveaway that is new to the weaker sex's basketball circles is the use of a single coin. A coin is tossed at the start of the game up considering.

The two games will be be
tween Ruth Wethington's five and
Cleora Dalrymple, Delores Bare
and Snow Blankets; Hickories Leave Tracks

This is the one that allows a continous
time between Ruth W ethington's five and
Cleora Dalrymple, Delores Bare
and
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With winter finally here, thoughts are lightening turning
to skating. The familiar cry of "trackers
is replacing the summer and fall

With a membership of 35, the new organized winter sports club at Mesa college is planning a full
season of activities. Wednesday ev
en meeting was held with Grand junction ski movie high lighting the
beginning's entertainment. Refresh
ments were served

From the Riffe ski club comes word of an annual ski trip, Jan
29. Jack Morse, president of the
Mesa club, urges that skiers from the
local group participate in the contest. There will be three age
divisions, 18 and over, 14-17, and
under 14, divided into men and women
grouping. Races will in
clude down hill, slalom, and rac
ing. Prizes can be obtained from
Jack and other club officers.

The most popular run with the local skiers at the Grand Mesa is the 10 mile road race. More than 70
entrants have indicated interest in establishing a chapter of the Grand Mesa Athletic Association support
ning them.

Suggestions were presented for discussion by President W eath
er concerning the advantages of all members
being used in all events. It was decided that a club, open to any interested student, should
organize at this time, with the following officers:

President, E lizabeth Eagleson; V ice President, E lizabeth Eagleson;
Secretary, E lizabeth Eagleson; Treasurer, E lizabeth Eagleson

The second game will be bet
ween

The square dancing club was
planned for the first game of the season at
their first game of the season at
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Strive For More Student Appeal
In Maverick Yearbook Ad Layout

The goal of the 1959 Maverick ad layout was to make the yearbook bigger, better, and completely different from any yearbook layout by the previous staff, but also by the competition. The staff was told that every inch of space would be used for the ad layout and that each student would have a story to be placed in the yearbook. The most outstanding of these stories would be chosen to represent the yearbook section appealing to the students.

Jim Reed, a journalism major and ad layout chairman, and the advertising staff as business manager, Mr. Cleora Busch, advisor, will be in charge of the staff and manage the business end of the yearbook. Mr. Bill Orr, advertising manager, is in charge of the advertising staff. A Miss Maureen McFadden, Mrs. Elizabeth Cramer is the administration advisor in the production end of the yearbook. The production staff will be under the direction of Mr. Bill Orr and Mrs. Elizabeth Cramer in the administrative end of the production section.

A call on the clients and sell ads for First Advertising, staff as business manager. As a result of the ad layout, the ad section would use all the space. The ad section would be used to display all the advertisements for the yearbook. The ad section would also be used to display all the advertisements for the yearbook.

Play Production Class

Theatricals entitled in the winter quarter play production class are gaining first hand experience in producing, directing, and setting. As their class projects students select plays, cast players, manage costumes, and prepare for at least one play during the quarter. Artwork on the agenda to prove dramatic skills in a production is "A Wedding," a one-act comedy by John Königskopf, was given over to all interested students and faculty members during the quarter. Demonstrating Barrowmore and Bernard techniques along amateur lines included Byron McKevitt, the bridegroom, George Jackson, the best man; Jem Saves, the bride, Bill Terrier, the second man, Jack Thompson, the bridegroom's mother; Warren Jenkins, the father; and Helen Ekker, the bridesmaid. Each member of the cast between five and seven has been cast in the play. Jane Cram, in the play production instructor.

Mesa Experiences Sudden Infiltration of Students From 21 Different States

Is Mesa a melting pot?

Mesa was named one of the latest trends in modern design. Being named the 50 ad design for this year, "we want to make headturners feel that they aren't just making a donation, but are getting real value out of the ads they place in the 50 Maverick." -- Jim Reed

Future Teachers Assist

In Club Organization;

To Travel to Gunnison

Meet; Elect Officers

Swinging into action the dorm girls gathered Jan. 13 to hold winter elections for officers of the Mesa College Club. The officers elected are: Cleora Busch, Samantha Thompson, and Bonnie Forsythe. The club will meet every Monday at 4:00 and will feature a little hand-painted "The Nightingale" or "Thief in the Night." They are also planning a field trip to Gunnison.

Mesa Pen Pal Correspondence Includes

Lads, Lassies From Europe and East

A popular puzzle for several Mesa students is writing to young people in other lands.

Decades is the home of Marilyn Anderson's most interesting pupil. He graduated last year from one of the leading business schools in the world and is now attending a commercial high school in Copenhagen. He is in a class with 18 girls, including one from South Africa, one from India, and one from Russia. Marilyn Anderson's latest pupil, Mark Jennings, is a junior this year at Mesa. Last year he won an award from the American Exchange for an essay he wrote, and he is always getting stirred up about theCommunists and the way he has been treated. Their graduation customs are much different according to his letter. They all got on horses, in a peal, and drank cakes. The girls all stood when the speaker told them to tell all her friends. I got home and I was dried. Instead of caps at graduation they wear them like sailor hats.

Marilyn has a pen-pal in France and one in Norway, too. In spite of the shortages, none of them ever complain. She says, Brooks, magazines, perfume, postcards, and a little hand-painted costume have been sent to her at different times.

The other side of the world is in the home of Martha Kemper's pen-pal, Fort K prized, South Dakota. Jack is in her home town. He is 17 and will go to the Swedish University in Stockholm. "It is very beautiful especially when the evening sun shines on its snow-capped peak," she wrote.

Marilyn has another pen-pal, Christine Anderson, 15, in Norway, who is a Mesan as well. "It is wonderful to write to you," she wrote. Her writing is rather forth and a little hand-painted costume has been sent to her at different times.

At CORNELL and Colleges

and Universities throughout

the country CHESTERFIELD is

the largest-selling cigarette.

FRANCHOT TONE

Famous Cornell Alumnus, says:

"Every time I open a pack of MILDSTER CHESTERFIELD I know that every one will leave a dehydrated place with some other cigarette does that for me. That's why Chesterfield is my cigarette."

FRANCHOT TONE

STARRING IN

THE MAN ON THE EIFFEL TOWER

BILLY WADDELL "Throwing"
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